The shift mode has been introduced in Ref.
I. Introduction
Very low order Galerkin models are commonly based on modes representing the dominant instability in the flow. This is the standard practice both in models using linear stability analysis eigenmodes, and in empirical models, using Karhunen-Loève modes 2-8 of the velocity field, which are similar to the eigenmodes a . A common deficiency of such models is their difficulty to provide reliable transient predictions, away from the linearization point or from the reference orbit from which empirical modes were extracted 10 . This deficiency is detrimental to the use of the reduced order Galerkin models in applications such as feedback control design, where transient representation capabilities and very low dimension, are both essential. A key factor is the exclusion of flow structures orthogonal to the hyperplane spanned by the low order approximation. Karhunen-Loève modes or similar eigenmodes, representing the instability, span a hyperplane providing a good approximation of the natural (or control-stabilized) attractor, but do not capture changes in the mean flow that are orthogonal to the attractor. Yet dynamic interactions between the mean flow and leading coherent structures with the mean flow is critical to the physics of the flow system, and to the stabilization of unsteady attractors 1, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Following the basic premises of mean-field theory 11 , we have introduced the shift mode 1, 15 as a POD model augmentation that represents the dynamics and stabilizing effect of mean field corrections and is thus a key enabler for the representation of transient dynamics. The laminar flow behind a circular cylinder is a case in point, where a mere three dimensional, Landau-type model is capable of capturing all the key dynamic properties of the transient manifold, connecting the unstable steady solution and the natural, periodic attractor. It is therefore also a key component in the development of a Galerkin model based feedback flow control toolkit [16] [17] [18] . Similar observations regarding the significance of dynamic changes in the base flow, and indeed, least order Landau (and Ginzburg-Landau) models, featuring the stabilizing effects of the interactions of flow instabilities with the base flow were made by other authors, in a variety of contexts and configurations 11-14, 19, 20 . As will be established, mean field corrections along naturally and continuously actuated transients are locally asymptotically dominated by a single vector field. That single direction represents the flow structure that is responsible for the dynamic energy exchange and balancing between the dominant instability and the base flow, at the selected operating condition. Thus, that direction will dominate, e.g., the slow, nonoscillatory base flow changes in the velocity field, as transients approach an investigated natural or feedback controlled attractor, or depart from an unstable operating point. Natural, local definitions of the shift mode therefore include the dominant POD mode(s) of low-pass filtered empirical transient data, and from Reynolds stress based analysis. Such definitions can be associated with selected attractors, unstable points, or simply the means of periods, along a transient. The definition of the shift mode in 1 was based on a search for the least order model that includes the missing phase space direction, which is the velocity field pointing from the steady solution, u s , to the mean of the natural attractor, u 0 . That is, the shift mode was defined as the normalized difference: u ∆ ∝ u 0 −u s . The purpose of the current study is to explore in detail the local nature of the shift mode, and the consistency of the several alternative, plausible definitions, mentioned above. The paper uses the laminar flow behind the circular cylinder as a benchmark.
II. The Cylinder Wake Benchmark and Reference Trajectories
The Laminar Wake Flow Behind the 2D Cylinder The laminar, two dimensional flow in the circular cylinder wake becomes unstable at Re ≈ 47, and is considered here at Re = 100. The natural flow converges to a periodic attractor, dominated by von Kármaán vortex shedding. The flow field is then strongly dominated by the first temporal harmonic at the shedding frequency. Indeed, the dominant POD mode pair resolves some 95% of the attractor perturbation kinetic energy 10 . Similarly, the early transient, initiated by a small perturbation of the unstable, steady solution, is dominated by the two eigenmodes, associated with the instability, and, in fact, perturbations from short time averages, at any point along the natural transient, are similarly dominated by a single pair of coherent flow structures. A technically facilitating aspect for the analysis in this paper is the spatial symmetry of this benchmark. It implies that the dominant modes representing the instability are distinguished by antisymmetry with respect to the horizontal midline, as are the modes representing subsequent odd harmonic of the main shedding frequency.
While direct manifestations of the instability, including the modes mentioned right above, are at the center of attention in most discussions of the cylinder (and similar bluff body) wake flows, our focus here is rather on the indirect manifestation, in terms of the non-oscillatory, slowly varying aspect of the flow. Indeed, our preliminary processing effort is dedicated to extract the non-oscillatory component from the flow, and exclude the oscillatory part, as explained in Section III. The anti-symmetry property mentioned above comes handy, in this respect (but is not essential, as detailed in 21 ). In particular all the figures shown in this paper are dedicated to the non oscillatory component of the flow. Depictions of the oscillatory flow structures abound and can be easily found in the voluminous wake flow literature, including our own 1 . Figure 1 provides a schematic picture of the cylinder wake benchmark, where stream lines represent the natural flow over the computational domain of Ω = {x = (x, y) : x ∈ [−5, 15], y ∈ [−5, 5]} (nondimensionalizing distance with respect to the cylinder diameter). The cylinder is represented by the black disk. The empirical data used in this paper was produce by direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, using an 8712 nodes, symmetric grid over the specified domain, and a first order interpolation of the integral. Figure 1 also includes a postulated vertical volume-force actuator, supported over a downstream disk, and a hot-wire anemometer -a fluid velocity sensor -representing flow sensing, as previously discussed in 15, 18 . A common flow control objective, in this configuration, is therefore to suppress this instability which causes mechanical vibrations and increased drag [22] [23] [24] [25] . In the context of that design objective, modeling efforts are focused on the dynamic range of transients between the desirable steady solution, and the natural attractor.
Reference Trajectories
One of the two references used in this note is the natural transient, from a small perturbation of the unstable, steady solution of the Navier-Stokes equations to the natural attractor. In what follows we shall parameterize the instantaneous operating point in terms of the kinetic energy, K, of the flow field perturbation from its short time average (more details are provided Section III). The left plot in Figure 2 depicts the time trajectory of K, in that simulation.
Actuation is employed here merely as a tool to generate the second of the two reference trajectories used in this note. We therefore opt for the simplest control, physically motivated control policy, by which actuation is applied as a dissipative deceleration force: With a commanded volume force amplitude of b(t), the energy extraction rate −b(t)
, where g is the volume force field and u(·, t) is the instantaneous velocity field. G(t) = −k (g, u(·, t)) therefore creates a dissipative force, and the gain k > 0 determines the dissipation rate. The gain value k was ramped up, and then down, in a manner, that the decay of the perturbation kinetic energy (TKE) is (approximately) linear in time. Specifically, k was stepped in 17 consecutive segments, in each of which it was ramped linearly. The controlled trajectory started at the natural attractor, reached a nearly fully attenuated flow, and then returned to the natural attractor. Figure 2 summarizes key facts regarding these two, main reference trajectories used in this note. The circle indicate the time and energy levels at the center of 7 periods used to obtain local shift modes. Middle: Time trajectory of the dissipative feedback gain, k(t), in the forced trajectory from the natural attractor to steady flow and back. Right: The perturbation energy as a function of the corresponding amplitudes of the applied feedback force G(t) = −k(t) (g, u(·, t)). Black: the descending trajectory, requiring higher actuation force, and Red: the ascending trajectory, requiring a lower force, as the flow is allowed to gradually return to the natural attractor.
III. Preliminary Processing: Extraction of Mean Flow References
Our goal is to extract from the reference trajectory the slowly varying, non-oscillatory component of the flow. This issue is discussed in 21 , in a more general frequency separation context, as well as for a more challenging asymmetric configuration. Here we can exploit the afore mentioned spatial symmetry with respect to horizontal midline: At steady state, odd temporal frequencies are represented by the anti-symmetric component of the flow field, whereas even temporal frequencies -in particular, the mean field -are included in the symmetric component. This remains a good approximation during moderate transients. The symmetric part of perturbations from a fixed base flow is dominated by slow changes in the mean field and by the second temporal harmonic. Extraction of the time varying base flow therefore followed these next two steps:
(a) Exclude the first and higher odd temporal harmonics of the flow field. This is done by extraction of the instantaneous spatially symmetric component, discarding the anti-symmetric part.
(b) Exclude the second and higher even temporal harmonics of the flow field. This require temporal filtering: at the time t, one window-average the flow field
where the window length τ is an integer multiple of half a period.
Step (b) is challenging due to the fact that the shedding period vary considerably over the range of the operating conditions we are interested in. That is, the period T (t) is time varying. There are various heuristics to determine a robust concept of an instantaneous period in the current framework. Following is a description of the procedure we used here and in other, similar situations. Let u i , i = 1, 2, be the dominant POD mode pair for the natural attractor, representing the dominant vortex shedding harmonic, and let a i (t) be the respective Fourier coefficients along the reference trajectory of interest. These two coefficients can be written in the form
where A 1 (t), A 2 (t), R 1 (t) and ω(t) . = d dt φ(t) are slowly varying relative to the instantaneous period T (t) . = 2π/ω(t), and A i (t) are nearly zero. The latter, "dc" components can be safely estimated by sufficiently large / multiple periods window averages, even when the used window length is inaccurate as a period multiple. Having removed these components, the phase φ(t) is estimated as tan −1 of the two coefficients. The instantaneous frequency is then estimated as the tangent of a straight line approximation of the graph of φ(t) over a moving window of about one period. (Again, the result is insensitive to the window length.) This method is reminiscent of the common practice for representation of alternative-currents ("ac") in power engineering, as the sum of instantaneous harmonic coefficients termed the direct and quadrature phasors. It is noted that analysis of the base flow / mean-field obtained this way that still reveals traces of the second harmonic, showing that even though the method described here is relatively robust, the harmonic separation of transient trajectories is an intrinsically difficult task.
From this point on, mentioning of the the reference base flow trajectory should be interpreted as the slowly varying, non-oscillatory component of the reference trajectory.
IV. Local Shift Mode Extraction
We present and later compare several methods to estimate the velocity field orientations of local meanfield corrections. Those will include the following:
(i) The entire transient reference base flow will be approximated by its dominant POD modes. The first, most dominant of those modes is one candidate for a global shift mode. This analysis was applied to the natural transient.
(
Using this approximation, the orientations of the local mean-field correction is estimated by a linear combination of the (low-pass filtered) time derivative of the Fourier coefficients:
(iii) Using the instantaneous period approximation, as described in Section III, the local shift mode, u t ∆ (x), is estimated as the dominant POD mode of the base flow transient over a single period, centered at the time t. Conceptually, the relation of this estimate to the local estimate by method (ii), above, is analogous to the relation between finite differences and actual derivatives. This approach was applied to both the natural and the forced transients.
(v) The velocity field u b (x, t) is the mean of the period, centered at the time t. We ran short simulations, initiated at these points and extracted the dominant POD modes of the base flow components, of these short simulations. The substitution of the original transient trajectory by the proximity of a single point makes the approach underlying these computations closer in spirit to what would be obtained by linear stability analysis.
(iv) Using u b (x, t) once again as a point of reference, the dominant component of the linearize Reynolds stress is an a priori analytic estimate of the direction of mean field change.
This range covers a variety of empirical and analytic approaches. In what follows we shall provide details on the specifics of each of the computations, compare their results and conclude with a discussion of the consistency of the local and global shift mode concepts. Figure 3 depicts the POD eigenvalues, normalized with respect to the largest one, the mean field and the first five leading POD modes of the entire natural base flow transient. As seen, the first five eigenmodes decay at a roughly fixed exponential rate. The velocity fields of subsequent eigenmodes (not shown) have the the typical structure of second harmonic POD modes, and are therefore due to (minor) numerical contamination of the extracted base flow reference. Indeed the first mode, alone, provides an average resolution of some 94.5% of the perturbation along this transient, and the first three modes provide a near perfect reconstruction, with an average of 99% the entire transient. These numbers, however, should be taken in proper perspective, since time averaging does not provide equal spacing, e.g., with respect to perturbation amplitude. As we shall see in Section V, a single mode will provide a somewhat less impressive resolution of local shift modes, but three modes are certainly ample.
IV.A. Global Base Flow Analysis of the Natural Base Flow Transient
The following two observations are significant in their own right: A single mode provides a good, albeit imperfect approximation of the entire base flow trajectory. This mode is nearly identical to the global mean field correction, provided by u ∆ ∝ u 0 − u s , an observation that lends additional support to the empirical mean-field model proposed in 1 and used for model-based feedback control of wake flows 15, 16, [18] [19] [20] .
Base flow variations are slow and confined to a low dimensional space. We have so far shown an indication of this statement for the natural transient. Subsequent analysis of the similarity between local shift modes will substantiate this claim. Again this observation is essential for the validity for the basic mean-field theory tenets regarding the role role of such structures in the transient and attractor behavior of unstable flows.
We have extracted the local incremental local shift mode from the trajectories of the dominant three Fourier coefficients, as explained in option (ii), at the beginning of Section IV. Depictions of three such modes are shown in Figure 4 . The sensitivity of this method is reflected by the presence of typical second harmonic substructures (the smaller symmetric close orbits). 
IV.B. Shift Modes of natural Transient Periods
We have analyzed seven periods of the natural attractor. These periods are parameterized by their respective levels of perturbation energy, as defined earlier. The values energy levels of 0.09596, 0.69154, 1.97177, 2.68725, 2.78488, 2.78635 and 2.79097, can be put in perspective, against the global plot of the perturbation energy in the natural attractor. The top left and middle plots in Figure 5 provide two depictions of the dominant POD eigenvalues for these seven operating points. The left figure is in the standard form of a logarithmic plot of the eigenvalue amplitudes (normalized with respect to the first eigenvalue, at each operating point), as a function of the eigenvalue number. This plot reveals the fast decay of the eigenvalues and, indeed, the fact that each of the periods is dominated by a single dominant mode. Invariably, the second POD eigenmodes, in each of the periods, was dominated by second harmonic structures, strengthening the statement regarding the local single shift mode dominance.
The middle figure of the top row shows again the normalized values of the four dominant eigenvalues, now as a function of the operating conditions, making it easier to compare the decay rates. The dominant eigenmode of each of the seven operating conditions, are visualized by streamlines, in the remaining seven plots, in Figure 5 . These plots reveal both the overall similarity and the continuous deformation of the local shift modes, as the operating condition changes.
IV.C. Shift Modes of Actuated Transient Periods
Similar to what was described in the preceding section, we have analyzed periods of the actuated trajectory. Here we used 155 overlapping periods, covering the entire transient from the natural attractor to a fully attenuated flow and back. The top left plot in Figure 6 is a counterpart of the middle top plot in Figure  5 , comparing the (individually normalized) dominant POD eigenvalues as a function of the period index. Again, the dominance of a single POD mode in each period is apparent, both from the POD eigenvalues and from the fact that, invariably, the second and third eigenmodes are actually second harmonic modes. Figure 6 also presents the plots of eight eigenmodes of eight periods, representing the entire range of the forced transient.
IV.D. Shift Modes of Short Transients From Period Means
Here, short transient trajectories we obtained from simulations initiated at the means of the seven periods of the natural base flow transient, that were discussed in Section sIV.B. For these short simulations, the dominance of the symmetrized flow by a single mode needs no argument, and the computation is simply a simulation-based approximation of the symmetric part of the vector-field, at the chosen points. Figure 7 provides plots of these seven modes, which are counterparts of the modes presented in Figure 5 .
IV.E. Shift Modes Based on The Reynolds Stress at Period Means
The Reynolds Stress provides the forces imposed on the mean flow by turbulent fluctuations. It is therefore a natural estimate for the local direction of mean field corrections. POD analysis of individual periods yields the dominant mode-pair for the oscillatory component of the flow and the Reynolds stress can thus be estimated. Our last estimate of the local Shift modes is based on this approach. It was applied at the same seven operating points as in Sections IV.B and IV.D. The modes are depicted in Figure 8 .
V. Comparison of Local Shift Modes
The first comparison, in Figure 9 , concerns the agreement between the POD approximation of the entire natural base flow transient and the local shift modes, obtained by POD approximation of individual periods, of the same transient. The best resolution by a single long term modes is of the local shift mode obtained from period No. 4, near the mid-transient. The worst single mode resolution deteriorates to about 65%, demonstrating that the mean-field correction is, in and of itself, a dynamic entity. At the same time, the fact that the resolution reaches 98%, when 3 long term modes are employed, substantiates the earlier claim regarding the limited variation in the mean-field correction.
The comparison of the many estimates of local shift modes, by different methods and at multiple operating The fact that the maximum correlation between the forced and natural transients, in the middle and right plots, is not achieved precisely on the main diagonal is due the the effect of the large volume force on the near wake mean flow. Nonetheless, the strong diagonal-like skeletal dominance of the plots demonstrates a consistent dependence on the operating condition. The second set of correlation matrices, in Figure 11 , compares the local shift modes obtained from periods of the natural base flow transient, the local shift modes extracted from short transients, initiated at the respective means of the same periods, and finally, the corresponding Reynolds stress estimates. An interesting observation is that the highest correlation of a local shift mode, obtained from a period of the natural base flow transient at a certain operating point, with either the local shift modes extracted from a short transient, initiated at period means, and from the Reynolds stress estimates is when the latter two are computed at an operating point of a higher perturbation energy. This observation is in agreement with our observation in, 9 concerning modes interpolation: Roughly stated, the observation in that paper implies that the POD modes of the natural attractor can be best matched by linear stability eigenmodes that are obtained at a controlled attractor of a higher perturbation energy. The joint observation is therefore that the flow orientation near an attractor, or cycle mean is similar to its transient behavior at a higher perturbation level.
Finally, we selected a single perturbation level, at K = 2, and provide a detailed comparison of all the six local shift modes, obtained at that level. Figure 12 provides visualizations of these six modes, and the table, included at its caption, provides the (absolute values) of the mutual correlations between these modes. The table illustrates the fact we have already noted, that the best correlation is not between the different modes at the same level of perturbation, making this aspect of the shift mode definition a sensitive to both the method of computation, and the nature of the transient. For example, from Figure 11 we expect the shift modes obtained from POD modes of periods, both natural and forced, should correlate well with Reynolds stress shift modes obtained at a higher perturbation level. 
